Realignment of magnetoencephalographic data for group analysis in the sensor domain.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a neuroimaging modality with high temporal resolution for studying functional brain processes in relatively small neural assemblies on the time scale of <100 milliseconds and with synchrony and coherence in the recorded signals at high frequencies. Advanced MEG signal analysis gained importance for clinical applications, e.g., as a sensitive classifier for the diagnosis of neuropsychiatric disorders. Despite tremendous improvements in magnetic source imaging, MEG analysis often does not require explicit source estimation and can be performed in the sensor domain. However, group analysis of MEG sensor data is complicated by variable positioning of the sensor array relative to the head and needs realignment of the sensor configuration. Here, the authors provide an algorithm for transforming the magnetic field data as recorded at various sensor positions onto a common sensor array. Based on the measured magnetic field at the original sensor position, they estimate a source distribution and project it onto a virtual sensor array using the leadfield description of the magnetic forward solution. First, they analyzed the variation of sensor positioning in a typical MEG study and reported the impact on the leadfield matrix. Then they evaluated the realignment algorithm and reported its properties. Including efficient regularization to the inverse solution, they demonstrated that the introduced error is in the order of the sensor noise, and smoothing of data is limited to the set of smallest eigenvalues of the data. They demonstrated the performance of the algorithm with dipole source modeling on group averaged MEG data and comparison of grand averaged auditory evoked responses with and without sensor realignment.